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FlexWash is both a beauty and a beast. Two washing machines in one Attractive Design Fast Wash feature takes just 25 minutes Five steam cycles, one disinfecting cycle How many times did you like to wash your favorite pair of jeans or sweater, but there weren't enough dirty clothes to justify the full load in the car?
Maybe you popped your jeans into the dryer to freshen them up, or pulled them straight out of the basket no matter how ripe they smell. Anyway, no one's going to sniff your jeans, right? For many years, manufacturers of household appliances have been making washing machines with great and great opportunities to
meet growing family needs. However, these big drums can leave your favorite jeans lonely in the basket for a few weeks. Samsung has a solution to this puzzle with the Samsung FlexWash WV60M9900A washing machine. These are two machines in one - one cubic foot the size of a small washing chamber on top for
small or delicate loads, with five cubic feet of camera at the bottom for heavy loads. The technology isn't cheap, though. Samsung quotes MSRP at $1,900 for the FlexWash we reviewed, and most retailers sell it for about $1,400 right now. Find out how this innovative device did in our review, below. Appearance as well
as the brains of FlexWash - 2017 Digital Trends Home Awards Winner and Smart Home Product of the Year runner-up - it's both beauty and beast. The beast comes from both its size - 47 inches tall, 34 inches deep and 27 inches wide. This is much more than most washing machines, including the Electrolux Perfect
Steam Washer, and not built for small spaces. The black stainless steel washer has a chrome finish, blue LED display and a curved, modern look that puts the old, square washing machine in disgrace. It is an impressive device in beauty and growth. Samsung is also making a slightly more affordable version, the
FlexWash WV9600. It cuts the main washing drum from 6 cubic feet to 5.5 cubic feet, ditches several wash cycles, and is a little cheaper - but it's no less in total height, depth or width. FlexWash paired with Samsung's FlexDry. Unlike LG's TwinWash system, where you can add a pedestal sidekick washing machine to
the bottom of an existing compatible washer, you'll find a small washing machine on top of FlexWash. It is big enough for an outfit - jeans, a sweater and a T-shirt. To put the clothes in the top of the washer, you open the handle on top of the machine and then open another sealed camera underneath it. The top washer
takes only liquid laundry detergent. It's also transparent, so you can see your clothes as they rotate into a small drum. It has its own separate food button and cycles to choose from, including normal, delicacies, wear, and rinse your back. You can even adjust the temperature manually. While the top puck is the puck The
lower washer gives you full functionality, with all the bells and whistles you can think of. The lower camera easily fits at least 10 large towels, or a few pairs of jeans and a few shirts. It has a power button separate from the top wash and gives you 12 different wash cycles to choose from - normal, heavy duty, white,
disinfected, delicacies, perm press, towels, bedding, quick washing, eco cold, active wear, and wash spin. Depending on the cycle, you can also control the temperature manually and install a rinse or spin machine. You can adjust the soil level, ranging from extra heavy to extra light. While the lower energy star puck is
rated, the top puck is not. Spaghetti spots went aspiring to wash two loads at once, we threw three sweaters at the top of the puck, turned on the delicate setting, and watched them gently churn. We then threw our less delicate clothes into the bottom puck and turned on the normal loop. Washing two loads at once was
strangely fascinating. LED displays for both reels told us how much time was left in each loop, and the flashing light told us what part of the cycle each load was on. Washing two loads at once was strangely fascinating. We don't always have such great results with washing machines: the Whirlpool Smart Cabrio we tested
earlier this year, for example, doesn't do as much work removing stains on a normal setting. Both the top and bottom washers on the instrument play you a cute digital chime melody when the loop is over. It lasted a little longer than we wanted, but you can turn off or change any tunes that might annoy you. One of the
impressive aspects of FlexWash is the fast wash cycle on the bottom washer. Samsung promises that your clothes will be thoroughly cleaned in just 30 minutes, which is a high order. We found that a quick wash cycle was just as good at erasing ketchup stains from the front pocket of the shirt with the collar as the
normal cycle. The steam feature, meanwhile, is designed to work on stains, and it's done well with baked on, dried peanut butter. Overall, we were impressed with how clean our clothes came out, regardless of the loop or drum we used. Both the top and bottom pucks were very quiet. You'd be hard to hear them at all
with the laundry door closed. That's probably why Samsung went with an extended chime tune to alert you when the load is over. App time was fun to start loading while in another room. While there are many smart home bells and whistles in modern technology, such as Kenmore's Amazon Alexa with support washing
machines, it's unclear what people find most useful. Voice assistant capabilities? Remote control through the app? Big set weapons that will load our laundry into the car and then fold them? We can only dream. In the meantime, Samsung has connected FlexWash to its Samsung Smart Home Home available for Android
4.0 or higher, and iOS 8.0 or higher. You can start loading laundry in any of the washing drums through the app. Although it doesn't have all the functionality of the FlexWash touchscreen, you can choose the cycle you want and the temperature. You can also pause cycles in the app. One thing you can't do is turn the
washing machine on or off using the app. The machine must be on and connected to Wi-Fi before you can control it. We found that the app responds to our directives and it was interesting to start downloading while in another room. However, we are not sure that we will use it often. The only time we think it would be
helpful if we turned on the machine, but realized that we forgot to press the start button before dashing out the door to work. Even so, the FlexWash double drum is a fantastic device and we appreciated the flexibility it brought us. We wouldn't be surprised to see other manufacturers following Samsung's lead. FlexWash
Warranty Information comes with a year of parts and labor, a three-year stainless bathroom, and a 10-year warranty washing component. Our Take The FlexWash is an excellent device with flexibility to wash heavy loads, small loads, or both at once. Our testers raved about its functionality and preferred this machine to
another washer in our office. Is there a better alternative? If you have an existing front-loading LG washing machine, LG offers a TwinWash system that adds a sidekick pedestal washing machine to your installation. As a drawer at the bottom of an existing machine, you can buy it separately for between $600-$800. You
will need to make sure that your washing machine is compatible. If you don't need double washing ability, have about the same amount of cash to spend, and looking for an efficient machine, try Electrolux Perfect Steam. How long will it last? Samsung is a well-known brand, and with advanced parts warranty and
continuous software updates, you'll be in good hands. Typically, the washing machine will last 10 to 14 years, according to experts. Should you buy it? If you have a spacious laundry and some cash to spare, buy FlexWash. It's like getting two washing machines in one. Editors' recommendations there's only so much
vibrating the washing machine can take, and it seems that some Samsung appliances are approaching the upper limit. In the latest unfortunate event, which has embattled the South Korean company, it would seem that its pucks are experiencing such strong aftershocks that they actually damage themselves. Think of
spontaneous combustion a la Galaxy Note 7, just through vigorous shaking instead. The problem actually started for the first time in the The recall was issued in November 2016 after reports that glass lids were being destroyed after cars vibrated. Top-loading washers sold between March 2011 and 2016 is said to have
been affected and you can determine if you have a faulty appliance by visiting samsung.com/us/tlw. But, alas, it looks as if the problem has not yet been solved. Although Samsung has offered customers a free in-house repair and one-year warranty extension (or a discount that can be used to buy a new washer), it
seems as though those who choose to get their existing washers fixed don't get what they bargained for. According to the Boston Globe, two of their local readers noted that getting repairs or discounts hit x long time too time. In fact, one customer appears to be waiting for Samsung to repair the man for three months, but
has yet to be seen. In response, a spokesperson for the company told The Globe: We are listening and learning from the experience of every consumer to continuously improve our processes, adding that Samsung has already successfully processed hundreds of thousands of requests so far. But if you are having
problems, Samsung offers you to complete all the necessary paperwork without errors, after which you should be able to get a discount of four to six weeks, or repairs within seven days. Editors' recommendations
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